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Stay, Don’t Go!

I

t was Monday morning. I caught the bus to work. I barely noticed
people around me because I was preoccupied. My mind was still
buzzing from my pastor’s sermon.
“Go to Africa. Go build a church in Appalachia. Go into
the city and feed the homeless. Go, go, go!”
I was so focused on where I should “Go” that I walked right past
my neighbor who was fixing a flat tire. I ignored the elderly
woman who couldn’t run fast enough to catch the bus when I
got on. I overlooked the teenager who had attended elementary
school with my daughter. I was so engrossed with going that I
lost sight of staying and the opportunities that God provides
right in my own backyard.

Whether we feel compelled to go or content to stay, we are called
to love our neighbors. Monte swan and david Biebel, authors of Romancing Your Child’s Heart, reminded us that; “We were made by love
and for love. We don’t love God because we must, but because ‘He first
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stay, don’t Go!

loved us’ (John 1:4-19).” e directive to love comes from the lord
(Mark 12:28-31):
“of all the commandments, which is the most important?”
“e most important one,” answered Jesus, “is this: ‘Hear, o Israel, the lord our God, the lord is one. love the lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind
and with all your strength.’ e second is this: ‘love your neighbor as yourself.’ ere is no commandment greater than these.”
A middle-aged, single woman wanted to serve in the church and
she felt guilty for not being active in a ministry. I asked her to think of
ways she could help that would bring joy to her. she desired to help
parents with their babies. so we came up with a way for her to do this;
during the worship service she would hold and care for a baby to make
it easier for the mom to worship and focus on the sermon. at was a
start. she began helping her neighbors in her church. once again, we
sometimes overlook the obvious—the opportunities to serve people
right where we are, using our existing skills.
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Study Questions

1.

What activities have you been involved with in your community?

2.

How did you get involved in these activities?

3.
4.
5.

Have you ever helped someone get connected into a community? If
you did, how?

Have you ever felt overwhelmed by the needs of someone you met
in your community?

Is there a local community activity that you have had a desire to become a part of but have not yet had a chance to participate in?

God is a Bridge Builder

T

he Bible tells the story of community—community created, fallen,
re-built, redeemed, and yet to come. sin brought alienation into
that community. At the tower of Babel (Genesis 11:1-9), God separated the growing community by sending diﬀerent peoples out to form
diﬀerent nations. en in Genesis 12-17, God brought back together
His covenant community through Abraham. In the new testament,
Christ came to redeem His community of Jews and Gentiles. today,
God’s community is being reconciled, redeemed, and healed because
Christ now lives among His people (1 Peter 2:9-10). erefore, community is where we belong.
e image of a bridge is a useful image to consider when studying
God’s community. Bridges connect people. ey allow people to come
and go across barriers or gaps that would otherwise separate them. A
bridge can be small and easily crossed, or long and wide. It can be for
crossing one at a time, or it can be a bustling center of two-way traﬃc.
some are rickety while others can withstand raging waters and strong
winds. some were built by one person; others by multiple groups of
specialized crasmen. e many ways in which we have established
various kinds of relationships with other people are our bridges. ey
might be a shared experience, a common interest, a shared necessity, a
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personal relationship, a business transaction, a habit, a hobby, or a preference. ey might be the need to have a car inspected every year, the
schools we take our children to, the corner markets where we shop,
being summoned to jury duty, sharing food with a local homeless person, or our places of work.
God is a bridge builder. He is connecting people. We should expect that He will give us bridges to cross. If we truly believe that God is
sovereign, then we should expect Him to connect us to the people He
is calling us to love. And in creating those connections, God uses us as
we are and where we are; even in our frailty and weakness. sometimes
we stand up as a leader, an example of courage and strength. other
times we connect with people who are hurting and in pain, or who feel
lost. sometimes it happens when our children score the winning goal
in a soccer game. sometimes it happens when we are afraid, as in an
emergency room, or when we are deep in grief at a funeral home. God
weaves all of this together—the bridge building; our mental, emotional,
and spiritual condition; our circumstances—to place us in the right
place at the right time to love our neighbors.

God is a Bridge Builder
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Study Questions

1.

2.
3.
4.

What bridges, or ways to connect with people, did the Apostles
build during their ministries? How were everyday people a part of
those bridges?

describe the neighborhood in which you live. Where might
bridges already exist?

Can you share some examples of bridges that others have crossed
to get into your life?

describe some of the challenges that your community is facing
today. How might any one of those challenges create a bridge for
building new relationships?

We are Called to
Cross the Bridges

T

imothy Keller, who is a recognized author, speaker, and pastor of
redeemer Presbyterian Church in Manhattan, wrote that; “Mercy
to the full range of human needs is such an essential mark of being
a Christian that it can be used as a test of true faith. Mercy is not optional
or an addition to being a Christian. rather, a life poured out in deeds of
mercy is the inevitable sign of true faith.” Mercy is part of God’s plan:
Micah 6:8 – He has showed you, o man, what is good. And
what does the lord require of you? to act justly and to love
mercy and to walk humbly with your God.
Ephesians 2:4-5 – But because of His great love for us, God, who
is rich in mercy, made us alive with Christ even when we were
dead in transgressions—it is by grace you have been saved.
Mercy has two aspects to it: first, the showing of compassion; second, the withholding of judgment (James 2:12-13). Compassion is oen
our response to felt needs. Jesus looked out upon the crowds of people
following him and showed compassion (Matthew 14:14; 15:32; 20:34;
Mark 1:41; 6:34). e Bible compels us to show compassion:
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Psalm 41:1 – Blessed is he who has regard for the weak; the lord
delivers him in times of trouble.
Psalm 82:3 – defend the cause of the weak and fatherless; maintain the right of the poor and oppressed.
Isaiah 58:6-7 – Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen: to
loose the chains of injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to
set the oppressed free and break every yoke? Is it not to share
your food with the hungry, and to provide the poor wanderer
with shelter—when you see the naked, to clothe him, and not
to turn away from your own flesh and blood?
Keller stated that in the establishment of the oﬃce of deacons; “is
shows that mercy is a mandated work of the church, just as are the ministry of the Word and discipline.” Keller went on to state that; “e striking truth is that the work of mercy is fundamental to being a Christian.”
Unfortunately, the ministry of mercy or compassion has oen been le
in the laps of the deacons, or placed lower on the priority list of church
activities, or even neglected.
Fortunately, there are very basic ways we can practice compassion
in everyday life. listening, for example, is a powerful witness in a selffocused culture. listening helps create a safe place where someone can
express fears, guilt, shame, grief, or issues of the heart. listening can
help build trust. It requires that we forget ourselves and put our interests
aside. In an everyday sense, loving our neighbors is done by listening
to and caring for the people around us.
Compassion or empathy for the one who is suﬀering along with a
desire to alleviate the suﬀering can be an awesome tool used by the
spirit of God to soen the hearts of our neighbors to the Gospel
wherein is found the mercy of Christ. Mark Gornik, who is the director
of City seminary of new york, stated it this way; “When people know
they are deeply loved, cared for, accepted, and wanted by a community,
they are transformed by the experience.” Keller simplified this truth by
writing; “Mercy has an impact. It melts hearts. It removes objections.”
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Gornik reminds us that; “When we speak of the church of the poor and
suﬀering, one that is evangelical in the gospel sense, it is important to
emphasize that we do not mean a church that has a unique concern or
special ministry to the poor, a mission from the outside. rather, a
church of the poor is a fellowship amidst the hurting and harmed, the
excluded and the suﬀering.”
God has engulfed our lives in relationships. ese relationships are
the existing bridges to the neighbors we are called to love. We must
cross these bridges to our neighbors. And we need compassion as we
cross them so that we reflect God’s heart for the people on the other
end.
take a moment and reflect on the various ways in which you have
helped diﬀerent people. In so doing you will increase your awareness
of opportunities for mercy ministry in everyday life. you might be surprised with what you have already been doing. Consider the parable of
the Good samaritan and how a businessman creatively used his resources to help a stranger:
luke 10:34-37 – He went to him and bandaged his wounds,
pouring oil and wine. en he put the man on his own donkey,
took him to an inn and took care of him.
In luke we find several examples of how Jesus met the obvious felt
needs of the people around him:
luke 4:38-39 – Jesus healed a woman with high fever
luke 5:12-13 – Jesus cured a man with leprosy
luke 8:40-48 – Jesus healed a bleeding woman
luke 8:49-56 – Jesus brought a girl back to life

We are Called to Cross the Bridges
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Examples of Opportunities in Everyday Life
Who Did You Help?
Close and Personal
Neighbor

What Did You Do?

Relative

Close
Friend

Common Occasional
Neighbor Neighbor

Church
Family

Someone
You See
Oen

Stranger
Someone
You See
Infrequently

1

Gave a bus token
to a stranger

X

2

Gave food to a
homeless person

X

3

Treated a co-worker
to lunch

X

4

Shoveled snow
for a neighbor

X

5

Visited a co-worker
in the hospital

X

6

Raised funds at work for a
co-worker’s med. expenses

X

7

Gave someone a ride
home from church

X

8

Provided encouragement
and advice

X

9

Coached someone with
their personal budget

X

Had a friend
10 over for dinner

X

Oﬀered a
11 listening ear

X

Picked up groceries
12 for grandparents

X
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Thus, God has placed us where He can use us. In this place we
develop bridges to our neighbors. In this place we are called to use
our existing skills and resources to meet the obvious or felt needs of
our neighbors. And in meeting the obvious felt needs of our neighbors we open up opportunity to:
• Reveal deeper spiritual needs
• Share the love of Christ
• Declare the Good News.
Our communities contain households, which are quite varied: a
household could be a single adult; a couple of young men sharing a
house together; a complete family; a single parent; a widow or widower, and so on. All of these varied households need to see themselves as the building blocks of their communities, out of which
mercy and love can radiate. The uniqueness of each household feeds
into the creative ways in which loving our neighbors can take place,
as arranged by our sovereign God.

We are Called to Cross the Bridges
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Study Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.

describe some ways in which you have received compassion from
someone else.

Is the act of loving your neighbor always an easy way to serve the
lord? Why? Why not?

share some ways in which it has been diﬃcult to love your neighbor.

How have your own attitudes made it diﬃcult to respond in love to
the needs of a neighbor?

5.

Have you ever missed an opportunity to help someone? Explain.

6.

see if you can fill out the form on the right using your own experiences.
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Examples of Opportunities in Everyday Life
Who Did You Help?
What Did You Do?

Close and Personal
Neighbor
Relative

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Close
Friend

Church
Family

Common Occasional
Neighbor Neighbor
Someone
You See
Oen

Stranger
Someone
You See
Infrequently

Recognizing the
Existing Bridges

G

od created Man in His image. Man and woman He created in
His image, to propagate and fill the earth with neighbors, family by family. our relationship with God as well as with each
other demonstrates God’s design for the relationships we have here on
earth and with Him. swan and Biebel summarized the need we have
as individuals for each other; “We find our temporal and eternal identity, purpose, and fulfillment in relationship, with God and with others.
relationship is the web of meaning that connects all the components
of our lives, enabling us to be whole physically and spiritually.”
God has created us for, and called us into community. Community
is where we proclaim the Good news, repent, forgive, reconcile, baptize, teach, fellowship, praise, worship, and love one another (Acts 2:4247; Acts 4:32-35). e spiritual gis we are given—such as for serving,
teaching, encouraging, giving and leading (romans 12:3-8)—are designed for community. As the body of Christ, we live in community.
is community is comprised of relationships woven together to form
a community of mutual interdependence. e bricks that build community, our relationships, are not placed happenstance. e spirit of
God is at work.
But who are our neighbors? neighbors vary from household to
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household because relationships vary. some people have friends they
have known since childhood. others have relocated so frequently that
they have not had the opportunity to sustain long-term friendships.
some people have relatives—aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents,
nieces and nephews—that live close by. some people live in row homes,
some live in single homes, some on farms, and some live in apartments.
some work a full-time job, some attend school, some are retired, and
some are homemakers. How do all these people get connected? Perhaps
they get connected through life-long relationships. Perhaps by working
together, volunteering in community programs, or attending a church.
Perhaps they come together when their children play together. or some
people may connect simply by saying “Hello” to each other every day.
Consider our relationships as the three sections of a tree: the outer
bark; the thicker inner section; and the innermost core:
• e outer bark of relationships comprises our co-workers,
schoolmates, and peers. Also included are the people we meet
occasionally such as store owners, car mechanics, plumbers,
doctors, and teachers. We don’t usually have direct responsibility for, or experience close accountability with these people.
ough this layer of relationships is most apparent, it should
not be what defines us. e bark will shed, peel, even come
oﬀ completely: sometimes forced oﬀ by inner growth and
sometimes pulled oﬀ by outside pressure.
• e middle or inner ring of relationships is the support
group of close friends, spouse, brother and sister, and church
family. ough the outer bark be peeled oﬀ, if it reveals a solid
inner structure then healthy growth will reform the bark
again. Healthy bark depends on this inner layer. Also, this
layer shows the rings of time and maturity. years of good watering, such as with the spirit’s leading, show thick rings. years
of drought, such as without the spirit’s leading, form thin
rings. our more intimate relationships indeed go through
times of abundance and times of drought.
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recognizing the Existing Bridges

Relationships:
Consider the Three Sections of a Tree
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• e innermost core is our relationship with Jesus Christ. e
spirit of God carries the life force through the core, coming
from the roots grounded in the love and mercy of the Father
who provides the nourishment for our growth. e abundance of fruit on the branches arises from the flow of the spirit
through the core. e crown of branches depends on the
strength and stability of the roots, on how well they are
grounded in the truth and love of the Father. If this core rots,
though not evident by the bark, the tree will not stand for
long.
e Bible describes God’s plan for Christian community, with Jesus
as the community developer. Jesus re-creates us in community with
God and with each other, and His teachings provide the principles for
living under the broad umbrella of loving God and loving others. Community is strengthened, and will grow and mature through the giving
and receiving of sacrificial love in healthy and constructive ways.
God does not call us to love others in isolation or by our own
strength. God sets us up with complementary skills and capabilities so
that by working together we can better meet the needs of our neighbors.
In addition, we need to be in communication with each other so that
the care and love we provide is constructive and coordinated. is is
especially important, knowing that we live in a sinful world, where our
neighbors will, at times, manipulate us to get what they want, when
they want it. us, when we take up the call to love our neighbors, it is
best to approach that call, as appropriate, in teams. Working together,
we have prayer partners, second opinions, and someone to hold us accountable. And we have someone to share the experience with; the ups
and downs, the frustrations, and the celebrations. is is what community is all about!
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Study Questions

1.

2.

3.

Make a list of the people who comprise the “outer bark” of relationships in your life today. Estimate how many of these people
have known you for ten years or more. do you consider your
“outer bark” to be shedding or growing thicker?

Make a list of the people who comprise the “rings of your tree” in
your life today. How healthy is this layer of relationships? Are you
currently experiencing a time of drought or of abundance with regards to the spiritual aspects of these inner relationships?

How healthy is your “innermost core” today? Please explain.

The Primary Bridge
is to Family Members

O

ur first responsibility in meeting felt needs lies with our own
families and households. In 1 timothy 5:8 we read: “If anyone
does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.”
sometimes we don’t realize that our own habits steal care away from
our own families. I remember a situation where a mother’s spending
diverted money away from caring for her own children, causing her to
request more assistance from the church which in turn reduced the
church’s ability to provide help to others:
We sat on the sofa. she brought us iced tea. e children
watched tV.
“ank you for the tea. How can we help and pray for you?
Being a single mom must be diﬃcult.”
“I need food money. Everything else is okay.”
“I think I saw that tV show once when my family was staying
at a hotel on vacation. Is that on cable tV?”
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e Primary Bridge is to Family Members

“yes, my children watch many shows on cable tV.”
“And I guess you like to read. ere are a lot of magazines on
the table.”
“I guess that’s my weakness. I subscribe to about twelve magazines. But I also give to Christian ministries.”
“so, how much do you estimate you could use a month for food
money?”
“Well, I had to borrow 25 dollars last week from a friend. so
maybe about 100 dollars a month. I do give to church. I gave
15 dollars last sunday.”
“In my own life, I have found ways to increase my income by
reducing how much I spend such as by not going out to eat at
fast-food restaurants. Are there any ways that you can reduce
your spending? How about we pray before you answer? let’s get
our hearts on the right track before we try to solve any problems.”
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Study Questions

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

read 1 timothy 5:8. What does the “provision” include that we must
provide to our families?

Why is helping family members sometimes diﬃcult?

What constitutes a family’s essential needs? How do you think that
non-essential needs sometimes confuse the provision of help? For
example, is having a cell phone an essential need? What type of phone
would be essential?

describe some creative ways in which your household can help other
families.

describe some creative ways in which your church can help families.

The Secondary Bridge
Includes Our Family of Faith

J

ust as we have a primary responsibility to our immediate families,
God has established us in a body of believers or a church family. e
following passages from the Bible reveal God’s expectations for the
body of Christ:
Galatians 6:2 – Carry each other’s burdens, and in this way you
will fulfill the law of Christ.
Galatians 6:10 – erefore, as we have opportunity, let us do
good to all people, especially to those who belong to the family
of believers.
Acts 2:44-47 – All the believers were together and had everything in common. selling their possessions and goods, they
gave to anyone as he had need. Every day they continued to
meet together in the temple courts. ey broke bread in their
homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising
God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the lord
added to their number daily, those who were being saved.
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Eric Wallace, founder and president of Uniting Church and Home,
encouraged us that when our churches rediscover their identity as God’s
household—a network of integrated living stones not made by human
hands; “en the world will begin to see the witness of God through
the church as never before.” Gornik wrote; “ It is this common life—
how people care for one another, generate new patterns of relationship,
and take seriously the call to serve their neighbors—that sets the church
apart, even more than its building, its programs, its pastor, or its preaching.” Wallace observed that; “What has happened in many cases is programs have become the life of the church, taking the place of
relationships.” We can’t love people through programs. We love one another through relationships.
sometimes, we even need to tell people that they have a responsibility to communicate to us when they have needs. While we have a responsibility to love our neighbors, they have a responsibility to let us
know when they need extra love and care. is is how God’s community grows; how love is exercised and our gis identified. our church
family must not hide their needs from each other, yet many do.
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Study Questions

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

does the church have a responsibility to help all of its members and
regular attenders? Why? Why not?

In what situations would it probably be more appropriate for a church
to use other means, outside of itself, to help its members? Are there
some means that may not be appropriate to use?

Can you name some of the means, outside of what your church provides, that have been used to help members or regular attenders?

Who in the church is responsible for making sure its members are
being helped?

How would you know when someone in the church needs help?

Two Ends to a Bridge —
One Anchored in Households

A

bridge extends from you to a place where you are going; it makes
a connection between you and someone or somewhere else. e
end that you are standing on needs attention. your end must be
grounded in a firm foundation. e firmest foundation is a godly
household.
Households are basic building blocks. God has blessed nations
through households. He uses them, with their leadership, structure,
and inheritance, to maintain His kingdom:
Genesis 18:18-19 – Abraham will surely become a great and
powerful nation, and all nations on earth will be blessed
through him. For I have chosen him, so that he will direct his
children and his household aer him to keep the way of the
lord by doing what is right and just, so that the lord will bring
about for Abraham what he has promised him.
Wallace explained that, in deuteronomy 6, we find; “God’s plan accomplished over generations through heart-level relationships that are
nurtured in everyday life.” e four operative words here are generations, relationships, hearts, and everyday life. Households embody a
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natural focus on the basic needs of life and on basic care. Welfare, education, self-government, training, food, clothing, shelter, hospitality,
personal care, and accountability naturally reside within households.
In addition, Wallace suggested that a godly household oﬀers a natural outreach into the community. Christ-committed households can
be awesome instruments used by God for ministry in the neighborhoods where God has planted them. God has done amazing redemptive
work through households! But we still need to be cautious not to overcommit to situations that may very well be beyond our capabilities. e
council of church leaders and others, through shared experience and
training, can help provide protection against this pitfall.
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Examples of Creative Ways
for Households to be Better Prepared
to Cross the Bridges to Show Compassion
Relationship
or Bridge

Potential
Future Need

Preparation

A friend of your daughter’s
at school

Uniforms for school

Keep uniforms that your
children have outgrown to
hand down to other children

occasionally needs food at
the end of the month when
social security money runs out

Keep a food reserve; buy an
extra can of low salt food
every time you go shopping

occasionally, car repairs are
needed so he doesn’t
lose his job

teach your co-worker
how to do routine
maintenance on his car

shelter during extreme
heat or cold

Keep extra bus tokens
so he can get to a shelter

shut-in who becomes
isolated during the winter

save extra food when you
make dinner and deliver
the extra food weekly

Elderly neighbor

Co-worker

Homeless person

Grandmother
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Wallace explained that the home is a natural center of ministry;
“Ministry that occurs outside of the home, generally speaking, is
ministry that is out of touch with everyday life. . . . Each household
has its own complete society, having its own unique culture. Aspects
of government, law, charity, justice, and compassion are inherent to
any societal structure and are also found within the [household].
Such components enable households to serve in the most dynamic
way.” Our households can provide a solid anchor to the end of the
bridge that starts with us.
Each household represents a number of personal relationships
or connections, ever present in the community, every hour of every
day. Keller stated that every Christian household can develop its own
ministry of mercy by looking at the needs closest to it, and meeting
them through loving deeds and a spirit of encouragement. Households can be places for wonderful creativity in finding ways to love
our neighbors. Here is one example:
It was a winter day. The sun was setting. The snow had stopped
falling. Before the night came and it got colder I decided to
shovel what I could. My wife helped and we cleared our front
steps and walkway in a half hour. She went in to make dinner
and I proceeded to shovel my neighbor’s walkway.
We were new in the neighborhood. It had been difficult to
build trust with one of our neighbors. She was retired and
lived alone. I felt that shoveling snow would be a way of
showing that we wanted to be good neighbors. Perhaps even
to provide an example of what love might look like if Jesus
were her neighbor. In fact, back-breaking work without an
expectation of repayment had always opened doors with our
neighbors.
Households, crossing their existing bridges to carry compassion
to their neighbors, can be awesome instruments of mercy and the
Gospel, especially when supported by the church.
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Study Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

describe some ways in which your household has helped your neighbors.

How can children play a role in helping their households minister to
their neighbors?

describe some ways in which someone else’s household has helped
you or your household.

What are some of the strengths found in household relationships that
create a sense of community and provide practical care?

does the church share some of these strengths, as found in households? Please describe them.

The Role of Leadership

T

he ministry of compassion or mercy can be done holistically
through the church. Keller explained; “e ministry of mercy is
the meeting of “felt” needs through deeds. As agents of the kingdom, the church seeks to bring substantial healing of the eﬀects of sin
in all areas of life, including psychological, social, economical, and
physical.” e church has the opportunity to bring healing from the effects of sin on all aspects of life: felt needs, physical needs, psychological
needs, social needs, economical needs, and spiritual needs.
It must be clarified, however, that the ordained leaders of the church
are not the primary doers of the ministry of mercy. We don’t stand back
and wave them on as they cross our bridges. Compassion is expected
of every citizen of God. However, the leaders of the church are to be
encouragers and equippers of God’s people. It’s their responsibility to
see to it that our households are equipped and prepared for crossing
our bridges.
e following story shows how a church leader encouraged a
household to take the lead in responding to a neighboring family’s
needs:
It’s 10:30 at night and the phone rings.
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“Hello.”
“Can I speak with Gary?”
“at’s me. What’s up?”
“My neighbor had a fire yesterday. I was wondering if the deacons could visit them and see how our church can help out?”
“e fire happened yesterday?”
“yep.”
“It’s ten thirty at night.”
“oh, I’m sorry. But they had a fire and they were wandering
around their house today collecting what they could.”
“do they live nearby?”
“yea, two houses down.”
“do they know you?”
“oh yes. our children played together for years. We even had
them over for dinner once.”
“do they trust you?”
“I would think so aer all these years.”
“en how about this idea? tomorrow, you and your family pay
them a visit. Bring some dinner over. sit and talk with them.
listen to their needs. en aer a time of praying and thinking
about what you’ve heard, have your family come up with some
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e role of leadership

ideas on how we, as a church, through your relationship can
help. Can you do that?”
“I guess we can but . . . does that mean the deacons won’t visit
them?”
“is is how we will start. We will build on the existing connection between your family and your neighbor’s family. ey don’t
know us. ey know and trust you. ey probably even hope
that you will reach out to them, for you said you’ve known them
all these years. once you assess their needs then we can talk
about how our church can support your relationship and help
you meet their needs.”
e leaders of the church must provide training in discernment to
people in the church who want to help others. Fortunately, we do not
have to develop the training materials. others, such as dr. david Apple,
in Philadelphia, with his book, Not Just a Soup Kitchen, have already
provided a lot of background information for training. However, consider the following cautions as examples of what must be taught:
• Felt needs are only the tip of the iceberg. once we get involved
we oen find that deeper issues and needs arise.
• don’t rush into mercy ministry naïve of sin. We oen feel manipulated and taken advantage of because even in times of
need we sin against one another.
• Few needs are emergencies. People will make their needs appear to be urgent to emphasize the needs and get what they
want.
• Pace yourself. Protect against burnout. Establish prayer partners to keep guard over your own welfare.
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• Know when to seek experienced advice or refer people to professionals.
Here is one story of how church leaders erred in watching over
God’s resources when providing help to a man who claimed to be in
distress:
daryl wandered into the church during worship. A tall and
healthy looking man in his 30’s, he came seeking help. Another
deacon and I were pulled out of worship to talk with him. I
started asking questions. He said he needed $21.75 to add to
the money he already had to buy a train ticket to newark. His
wife and daughter had been in new Jersey visiting a sister-inlaw who just had a baby and needed help at home. ey were
on their way home in the only car they owned when they got
into an accident with a drunken driver. Both were in the hospital and he had no way of transportation to visit them. He said
he’s an only son and that his father was deceased and his elderly
mother was on assistance—that his wife’s family was a mess and
would be of no help to him. He gave me an address and a phone
number. We got some money together (passed around the hat,
so to speak) and sent him oﬀ with a younger man from the
church to take him to the bus station. e younger man gave
daryl the money when daryl asked to stop at a house so he
could get some belongings for the trip. daryl ran into the house
and never came out.
discernment is needed. In 1 timothy 5:3-16, we learn that the
church’s charity is not indiscriminate. Just because someone has a need
does not mean that it is a legitimate claim against God’s resources. Also,
we might be taken advantage of. We should expect it yet err on the side
of mercy as oen as possible.
We tend to feel that in order to love our neighbors there must be
some reasonable limit to closeness. Can you hear your neighbors when
they argue? does the smoke from their barbecue grill dri through
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your windows? do your neighbors use your driveway for overflow
parking when they have a weekend party? What limits does God place
on being a good neighbor? robert Frost considered something like this
in his poem, Mending Wall: “Good fences make good neighbors.” Perhaps restated it could be, “Good neighbors respect the fences.” yet God
has called us to love our neighbors as well as we love ourselves. Because
this can be a hard calling to follow, we oen allow this “love” to be
placed into programs within the church where it can be controlled. on
the contrary, we are to love our neighbors in ways that make little sense
to the world around us. Consider how Christ’s love for us was demonstrated in a way that still makes no sense to the unbelieving world. Are
we not to follow in Jesus’ ways?
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Examples of Crossing Bridges
to Minister Compassion
with the Church’s Support
Relationship
or Bridge

Situation

What Can
You Do?

How Can Your
Church Help?

Next-door neighbor

House fire

Visit, ask about
needs, bring food,
pray with him

Pray for him,
donate furniture
and clothes

Uncle

lost job

Visit, take him
to dinner,
pray with him

Pray for him, search
for job connections,
make meals

Co-Worker

Extended sickness

Visit or call, deliver
meals, mow lawn,
pray with her

Pray for her, collect
money to help pay
med. bills, make meals

Child’s Teacher

death of a spouse

Visit, attend
the funeral,
pray with her

Pray for her,
provide a connection
to a support group

Next-door neighbor

Uniforms for school

save extra food when
you
make diner and deliver
the extra food weekly

e role of leadership
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Study Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

describe some ways in which your church currently provides help
to people who are not members.

How can a church over-extend its support to someone and get into
trouble? Explain.

Who in your church is responsible for making sure that this does not
happen?

Are there other ways in which your church can provide help to people
in your community?

Are there people in your church who work in outside organizations
and agencies that provide help for people in your community? How
might they be of help to your church and its ministries?

Take Home Message

G

od has called us—as individuals, as households, and as a community—to use the resources He has given us to meet the obvious needs of the people in the existing relationships in which
He has already placed us. some of these relationships bring us joy and
result in friendships. some of these relationships cause frustration and
become a concern. relationships are scary, emotionally draining, are
hurtful at times, and require time and energy to maintain. nonetheless,
God is a bridge builder. We are honored that he would build bridges
for us to cross so that we can play a role in redeeming His community.
God calls us to love our neighbors. And God places us where we
can meet those neighbors. yet too oen we choose the neighbors we
want to love—the neighbors that we feel we can relate to or that will
show appreciation for our help. And we decide what that love should
look like—a love that is convenient and easy to give. But Christ challenges us to love beyond our comfort level; stretching us to the point
where faith must step in and take over. relationships change us. to love
our neighbor as ourselves means we need to have a healthy view of who
we are; of our brokenness and God’s mercy, redemption, and grace.
Christ calls us, and re-creates us, to give of ourselves to others and He
provides the power from a right relationship with God.
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take Home Message

yet in all of the activity that we will become involved with, we
must not forget that loving the lord our God with all of our hearts,
minds, bodies, and souls comes first. We need to be humbled and filled
with God’s grace so that the love, mercy, and compassion that we share
with others come from the lord.
May the grace of God make loving the lord your God a mark
of who you are, such that acts of loving your neighbor as yourself are
evidenced in your everyday life.
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